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Specifications
The three-volume set LNCS 10288, 10289, and 10290 constitutes the proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Design, User
Experience, and Usability, DUXU 2017, held as part of the 19th International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, HCII 2017, in
Vancouver, BC, Canada, in July 2017, jointly with 14 other thematically similar conferences. The total of 1228 papers presented at the HCII
2017 conferences were carefully reviewed and selected from 4340 submissions. These papers address the latest research and development
efforts and highlight the human aspects of design and use of computing systems. The papers accepted for presentation thoroughly cover the
entire field of Human-Computer Interaction, addressing major advances in knowledge and effective use of computers in a variety of
application areas. The total of 168 contributions included in the DUXU proceedings were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in this
three-volume set. LNCS 10288: The 56 papers included in this volume are organized in topical sections on design thinking and design
philosophy; aesthetics and perception in design; user experience evaluation methods and tools; user centered design in the software
development lifecycle; DUXU education and training. LNCS 10289: The 56 papers included in this volume are organized in topical sections
on persuasive and emotional design; mobile DUXU; designing the playing experience; designing the virtual, augmented and tangible
experience; wearables and fashion technology. LNCS 10290: The 56 papers included in this volume are organized in topical sections on
information design; understanding the user; DUXU for children and young users; DUXU for art, culture, tourism and environment; DUXU
practice and case studies.
Maps are exciting, visual tools that we encounter on a daily basis: from street maps to maps of the world accompanying news stories to
geologic maps depicting the underground structure of the earth. This book explores the mathematical ideas involved in creating and
analyzing maps, a topic that is rarely discussed in undergraduate courses. It is the first modern book to present the famous problem of
mapping the earth in a style that is highly readable and mathematically accessible to most students. Feeman's writing is inviting to the novice,
yet also interesting to readers with more mathematical experience. Through the visual context of maps and mapmaking, students will see
how contemporary mathematics can help them to understand and explain the world. Students will explore: the shape of the earth the
determination of latitude and longitude elementary spherical geometry the uses and computation of scale factors the design of optimal routes
for air or sea navigation Gaussian curvature why one can't make a perfect flat map of the earth how to evaluate maps critically and
analytically how to design atlas maps using both hand-drawn techniques and computer graphics software This book would make an excellent
text for a basic undergraduate mathematics or geography course and would be especially appealing to the teacher who is interested in
exciting visual applications in the classroom. It would also serve nicely as supplementary reading for a course in calculus, linear algebra, or
differential geometry. Prerequisites include a strong grasp of trigonometry and basic calculus.
This textbook, the first comprehensive comparative study ever undertaken, surveys and compares the world’s ten largest diplomatic
services: those of Brazil, China, France, Germany, India, Japan, Russia, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Chapters cover
the distinctive histories and cultures of the services, their changing role in foreign policy making, and their preparations for the new challenges
of the twenty-first century.
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Following the success of the previous edition, this new annual highlights hundreds of the year's most extraordinary wristwatches in close-up
color photos accompanied by complete specifications, giving collectors a wealth of up-to-date information, all in one volume.
?????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ?????????1969????????????????????Daniel Kahneman???????????Amos Tversk
y????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
????????????????????????????????????????????????
This volume explores recent advances in network research, strengthening theorizing on social structures and meaning in and between
organizational networks. The volume will interest researchers seeking to explain organizational phenomena through the analysis of
communications and information from archival/secondary electronic sources.
Examines the political dynamics behind anticorruption efforts in Asia. Focusing on Northeast and Southeast Asia—regions notable for political
diversity, difficult environments for fighting corruption, and multifarious anticorruption outcomes—this book examines the political dynamics
behind anticorruption efforts there. The contributors present case studies of the Philippines, Indonesia, Taiwan, Vietnam, Thailand, South
Korea, and China that explore the varying roles anticorruption efforts play in solidifying or disputing democratic and nondemocratic institutions
and legitimacy, as well as the broader political and economic contexts that gave rise to these efforts. Whether motivated by private interests,
party loyalty, or political institutionalization, political actors shape the trajectories of anticorruption efforts by challenging their opponents over
what constitutes corruption, what enables corruption, and how to combat corruption. Arguing that anticorruption strategy may be associated
more closely with shifting bases of regime legitimacy than with regime type, the book sheds light on the divergent ways in which states control
and respond to political elites and society at large, and on how citizens from across strata understand and engage with their states. “This
book features excellent case studies rich in empirical detail, which provide robust pictures of the complex political contexts of anticorruption
campaigns.” — Roselyn Hsueh, author of China’s Regulatory State: A New Strategy for Globalization
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ?????????Clive Hamilton? ????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???2017???????????Silent Invasion??????????????????????????????????????? ????Mareike Ohlberg? ???????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? ???? ??? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

??·???(1903-1950),????????????,??????????,????????.?????????????,?????????????????????.?????????????.???????
???????????????????,??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????.
TheWristwatch Annual has become a classic for aficionados of fine watchmaking. It’s a one-stop shop for watch buying,
offering complete specs and prices on over 1,400 models by more than 130 international brands, while also tracking the
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latest developments in the watch industry. In addition to the extensive A-Z section, which includes many new entries,
senior editor Marton Radkai presents editorial features that take a closer look at a number of exciting American brands
on the market today. Presenting a wide range of wristwatches, with exquisite color photographs and complete
specifications for each watch,Wristwatch Annual provides collectors with a wealth of information close at hand. The book
is arranged alphabetically by producer--within each producer’s section is a brief history of the brand (with contact
information)--and specifications and materials for each watch, including price, movement, special features, complications,
case, dial, band, and variations. Also included are a glossary and a guide to watch maintenance. The clear photography,
structured layout, and lively writing also makes this book a pleasure to read or just browse. This year’s edition features
updated and expanded content, focusing on new American brands.
According to human rights organizations, the government of the United Arab Emirates violates a number of fundamental
human rights. The UAE does not have democratically elected institutions and citizens do not have the right to change
their government or to form political parties. There are reports of forced disappearances in the UAE, foreign nationals and
Emirati citizens allegedly having been abducted by the UAE government and illegally detained and tortured in
undisclosed locations. Also, flogging and stoning are legal forms of judicial punishment in the UAE due to Sharia courts.
The government restricts freedom of speech and freedom of the press; and the local media is censored to avoid
criticizing the government, government officials or royal families. Critical, but also deeply sensitive and humane, this book
endeavours to improve public policy in the UAE; by exploring both social scientific and Islamic approaches, so that
human rights and gender equality can be improved in the United Arab Emirates.
As governments are major buyers of goods and services, foreign companies are keen to be able to participate in
procurement opportunities on an equal footing with national firms. This has given rise to the inclusion of procurement
disciplines in trade agreements and to internationally-agreedgood regulatory practices in this important policy area. The
contributions to this book examine how the dynamic mix of bilateral, regional, plurilateral and international norms on
government procurement is reflected in purchasing practices at the national level and whether these are leading
toconvergence in policies and approaches. The countries studied span both advanced, high-income economies and
emerging economies. Some are members of the WTO procurement agreement, others are not. Most WTO members
have decided not to commit to binding international disciplines on procurement in tradeagreements. This book explores
whether there has been nonetheless internationalization of good procurement practices, and what current public
purchasing processes suggest as regards the value added of signing on to binding rules of the game in this area. The
approach taken in in the volume is interdisciplinary. Contributors include economists, political scientists, legal scholars,
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and practitioners with a solid understanding of both the extant international disciplines and national government
procurement policies. Each chapter assesses the currentstate of play as regards legislation and procurement practices;
the degree to which industrial policy considerations feature in the relevant regulatory frameworks; the existence and use
of domestic dispute resolution and review procedures that allow firms to contest the behavior of procuringentities; and the
availability of data on procurement processes and outcomes.
????????????????? ?????????????????????? ?????????????????? ????????????? ?????????????????????
??????????????? ????????????? ????????????? ????????????????????? ???1980????????????????
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his book, Axis of Resistance: towards an independent Middle East, follows the author’s 2016 book The Dirty War on
Syria. It examines the end of the war on Syria and the wider elements of the regional conflict, in particular the prospects
for a democratic Palestine, the character of the Resistance and the role of Iran. It draws attention to these broad
leitmotifs underpinning each particular history that are key to understanding both the parts and the whole: A single,
essentially colonial impetus drives each particular US aggression from Libya to Afghanistan. These hybrid wars utilize
propaganda offensives, economic siege warfare, terrorist proxies, direct invasions and military occupations followed by
repression via client states. The aim is to keep resistance forces fragmented. Just as each aggression forms part of a
broader Washington strategy, similarly the integration of the resistance in particular remains critical to its success. The
Resistance has a common character but no idealized personality or ideology. However the common features are a
demand for popular self-determination and for accountable social structures that serve broad social interests. "Western
policy has been worse than a crime it’s been a blunder.Tim Anderson’s epic study shows what a crime, what a blunder
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it has been.And how ugly the monster which now stalks the land. My land, your land, the whole of humanity. It is a must
read.” GEORGE GALLOWAY, British politician “Axis of Resistance will take its place alongside the few books worth
reading on how and by whom the flickering lights of the imperial twilight of ‘the West’ in the Middle East were finally
extinguished.” DR. JEREMY SALT, Middle East historian, former professor Melbourne Universit
Completed in 1983, this work culminates nearly half a century of the late Alfred Tarski's foundational studies in logic,
mathematics, and the philosophy of science. Written in collaboration with Steven Givant, the book appeals to a very
broad audience, and requires only a familiarity with first-order logic. It is of great interest to logicians and mathematicians
interested in the foundations of mathematics, but also to philosophers interested in logic, semantics, algebraic logic, or
the methodology of the deductive sciences, and to computer scientists interested in developing very simple computer
languages rich enough for mathematical and scientific applications. The authors show that set theory and number theory
can be developed within the framework of a new, different, and simple equational formalism, closely related to the
formalism of the theory of relation algebras. There are no variables, quantifiers, or sentential connectives. Predicates are
constructed from two atomic binary predicates (which denote the relations of identity and set-theoretic membership) by
repeated applications of four operators that are analogues of the well-known operations of relative product, conversion,
Boolean addition, and complementation. All mathematical statements are expressed as equations between predicates.
There are ten logical axiom schemata and just one rule of inference: the one of replacing equals by equals, familiar from
high school algebra. Though such a simple formalism may appear limited in its powers of expression and proof, this book
proves quite the opposite. The authors show that it provides a framework for the formalization of practically all known
systems of set theory, and hence for the development of all classical mathematics. The book contains numerous
applications of the main results to diverse areas of foundational research: propositional logic; semantics; first-order logics
with finitely many variables; definability and axiomatizability questions in set theory, Peano arithmetic, and real number
theory; representation and decision problems in the theory of relation algebras; and decision problems in equational
logic.
The theory of graph coloring has existed for more than 150 years. Historically, graph coloring involved finding the
minimum number of colors to be assigned to the vertices so that adjacent vertices would have different colors. From this
modest beginning, the theory has become central in discrete mathematics with many contemporary generalizations and
applications. Generalization of graph coloring-type problems to mixed hypergraphs brings many new dimensions to the
theory of colorings. A main feature of this book is that in the case of hypergraphs, there exist problems on both the
minimum and the maximum number of colors. This feature pervades the theory, methods, algorithms, and applications of
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mixed hypergraph coloring. The book has broad appeal. It will be of interest to both pure and applied mathematicians,
particularly those in the areas of discrete mathematics, combinatorial optimization, operations research, computer
science, software engineering, molecular biology, and related businesses and industries. It also makes a nice
supplementary text for courses in graph theory and discrete mathematics. This is especially useful for students in
combinatorics and optimization. Since the area is new, students will have the chance at this stage to obtain results that
may become classic in the future.
Traditional Chinese Edition of Pig the Tourist
In this book, the world’s foremost experts on pricing integrate theoretical rigor and practical application to present a
comprehensive resource that covers all areas of the field. This volume brings together quantitative and qualitative
approaches and highlights the most current innovations in theory and practice. Going beyond the traditional constraints of
“price theory” and “price policy,” the authors coined the term “price management” to represent a holistic approach to
pricing strategy and tactical implementation. They remind us that the Ancient Romans used one word, pretium, to mean
both price and value. This is the fundamental philosophy that drives successful price management where producer and
customer meet. Featuring dozens of examples and case studies drawn from their extensive research, consulting, and
teaching around the world, Simon and Fassnacht cover all aspects of pricing following the price management process
with its four phases: strategy, analysis, decision, and implementation. Thereby, the authors take into account the
nuances across industry sectors, including consumer goods, industrial products, services, and trade/distribution. In
particular, they address the implications of technological advancements, such as the Internet and new measurement and
sensor technologies that have led to a wealth of price management innovations, such as flat rates, freemium, pay-peruse, or pay-what-you-want. They also address the emergence of new price metrics, Big Data applications, two-sided
price systems, negative prices, and the sharing economy, as well as emerging payment systems such as bitcoin. The
result is a “bible” for leaders who recognize that price is not only a means to drive profit in the short term, but a tool to
generate sustained growth in shareholder value over the longer term, and a primer for researchers, instructors, and
students alike. Praise for Price Management “This book is truly state of the art and the most comprehensive work in price
management.” - Prof. Philip Kotler, Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern University “This very important book
builds an outstanding bridge between science and practice.“ - Kasper Rorsted, CEO, Adidas “This book provides
practical guidelines on value creation, communication and management, which is an imperative for businesses to survive
in the coming era of uncertainty.” - Dr. Chang-Gyu Hwang, Chairman and CEO, KT Corporation (Korea Telecom)
In tracing the origins of the modern human-rights movement, historians typically point to two periods: the 1940s, in which
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decade the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) was ratified by the United Nations General Assembly; and
the 1970s, during which numerous human rights nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), most notably Amnesty
International and Médecins Sans Frontières, came into existence. It was also in the 1970s, Sarita Cargas observes,
when the first classes in international human rights began to be taught in law schools and university political science
departments in the United States. Cargas argues that the time has come for human rights to be acknowledged as an
academic discipline. She notes that human rights has proven to be a relevant field to scholars and students in political
science and international relations and law for over half a century. It has become of interest to anthropology, history,
sociology, and religious studies, as well as a requirement even in social work and education programs. However, despite
its interdisciplinary nature, Cargas demonstrates that human rights meets the criteria that define an academic discipline
in that it possesses a canon of literature, a shared set of concerns, a community of scholars, and a methodology. In an
analysis of human rights curricula in Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United States, Cargas identifies an
informal consensus on the epistemological foundations of human rights, including familiarity with human rights law;
knowledge of major actors including the United Nations, governments, NGOS, and multinational corporations; and, most
crucially, awareness and advocacy of the rights and freedoms detailed in the articles of the UDHR. The second half of
the book offers practical recommendations for creating a human rights major or designing courses at the university level
in the United States.
At a time when budgets are dwindling, libraries must overcome insularity through collaborative initiatives that allow them
to support each other through resource sharing and networking. These collaborative networks can expand beyond
libraries to include cooperative efforts with archives and museums in order to surpass challenges in the digital era.
Cooperation and Collaboration Initiatives for Libraries and Related Institutions is a critical research publication that
explores digital advancements in library collaborative technologies and the steps needed to implement them in order to
achieve institutional goals. Featuring topics such as e-records, policymaking, and open educational resources, this book
is essential for librarians, archival staff, museum staff, knowledge managers, policymakers, educators, and researchers.
As the world evolves in increasingly unpredictable directions, one of the key determinants of the future global order will
surely be the impact of China. No country and no society can escape China's reach-indeed many seek its embrace.
China brings benefits to many-but it's also a problematic interlocutor for others. In China and the World, one of the
world's leading China specialists David Shambaugh has assembled fifteen leading international authorities on China to
create the most comprehensive and up-to-date scholarly assessment of China's foreign relations and roles in
international affairs. The volume covers China's contemporary position in all regions of the world, with all major powers,
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and across multiple arenas of China's international interactions. It also explores the sources of China's grand strategy,
how the past shapes the present, and the impact of domestic factors that shape China's external behavior. China and the
World is a uniquely focused and well-organized volume that provides many insights into China's calculations and
behavior, and identifies a number of challenges China will face in the future.
Examines a complex global legal problem to demonstrate a compelling method for comparative legal, cultural, and social
understanding.
This book provides an introduction to a topic of central interest in transcendental algebraic geometry: the Hodge
conjecture. Consisting of 15 lectures plus addenda and appendices, the volume is based on a series of lectures delivered
by Professor Lewis at the Centre de Recherches Mathematiques (CRM). The book is a self-contained presentation,
completely devoted to the Hodge conjecture and related topics. It includes many examples, and most results are
completely proven or sketched. The motivation behind many of the results and background material is provided. This
comprehensive approach to the book gives it a 'user-friendly' style. Readers need not search elsewhere for various
results. The book is suitable for use as a text for a topics course in algebraic geometry. It includes an appendix by B.
Brent Gordon.
This book focuses on the implementation of Artificial Intelligence in Business, Education and Healthcare, It includes
research articles and expository papers on the applications of Artificial Intelligence on Decision Making,
Entrepreneurship, Social Media, Healthcare, Education, Public Sector, FinTech, and RegTech. It also discusses the role
of Artificial Intelligence in the current COVID-19 pandemic, in the health sector, education, and others. It also discusses
the impact of Artificial Intelligence on decision-making in vital sectors of the economy.
"The life of Singapore as an independent nation since 1965 has coincided with explosive growth, both of world trade and
world wealth. Trade, heavily seaborne, now contributes more than half of global GNP. Largely by exploiting changing
uses of the ocean, Singapore has grown remarkably rich. Constant and continuing comment in the media concerning
Singapore's dramatic economic and organizational achievement has yet to find its way into a book, and this one is the
first to put the story of Singapore into a global maritime context, describing and analyzing how, despite many lifethreatening crises, Singapore, by using the sea, survived and prospered far beyond even its own expectations. Putting
priority upon economic development and maintaining the social and economic stability that Singapore's authoritarian
government has thought necessary to achieve this growth has provoked heated controversy both among Singaporeans
and outside observers. Although opposition is too weak to challenge the government successfully, the struggle to define
an acceptable balance between freedom and control continues. This question takes on a universal concern, intensified in
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our age of terrorism with its new challenges to order and stability. To what extent does authority stifle
creativity?"--Provided by publisher.
Exploring the ways that contemporary urban life takes the Holocene for granted, this multidisciplinary book warns that
anthropogenic environmental impacts are on course to challenge the viability of most human settlements. It highlights
how, despite increased warnings, most cities appear to be in denial of the potential impending catastrophes and remain illprepared to handle major disruptions.
Scrutinizing a relatively new field of study, the Handbook of Political Party Funding assesses the basic assumptions
underlying the research, presenting an unequalled variety of case studies from diverse political finance systems.
This volume studies the implications of the right to inclusive education in human rights law for disability law, policy and
practice.
This book is written by a well-known expert in classical algebraic geometry. Tyurin's research was specifically in explicit
computations to vector bundles on algebraic varieties. This is the only available monograph written from his unique
viewpoint. Ordinary (abelian) theta functions describe properties of moduli spaces of one-dimensional vector bundles on
algebraic curves. Non-abelian theta functions, which are the main topic of this book, play a similar role in the study of
higher-dimensional vector bundles. The book presents various aspects of the theory of non-abelian theta functions and
the moduli spaces of vector bundles, including their applications to problems of quantization and to classical and
quantum conformal field theories. The book is an important source of information for specialists in algebraic geometry
and its applications to mathematical aspects of quantum field theory.
This collection problematizes the relationship between protests and generations. It examines how the production of
generations relates to mobilization, forms of protest, and the generation of memory. It explores genealogies of
generational formations in popular protests in the Middle East, North Africa and the Mediterranean.
?????2019-2020???????? ???2018????????????2019????????????????2018?????????2019?1?8????????????????????
??????2018?????19.6 %?2019?????6.4%?????????????????????????????? ????????????
??2019-20????????????????????????????????????????? ?????BREGUET ?????????
???1775??????????????????????????????????????????????????Swatch Group??????????????????? ???????????????
??? ???? (??)
One of the country's foremost Tocqueville scholars, Roger Boesche has gathered together his writings on Tocqueville
from the last quarter century. These essays focus on specific aspects of Tocqueville's political thought: the methodology
that Tocqueville brought to his historical and political writings allowing him to predict so well; his assumptions about what
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constitutes a revolution; his conviction that democracy and commerce at times work against each other; why
Tocqueville's thought defies our modern political classifications; his fear of a qualitatively new kind of despotism; and
Tocqueville's predictions for the future compared to those of Nietzsche, Arendt, and others. Tocqueville's Road Map is a
long overdue addition to Tocqueville scholarship that will find an audience amongst scholars of political thought and
history.
Wristwatch Annual 2017The Catalog of Producers, Prices, Models, and SpecificationsAbbeville Press
The nature of $C^*$-algebras is such that one cannot study perturbation without also studying the theory of lifting and the
theory of extensions. Approximation questions involving representations of relations in matrices and $C^*$-algebras are
the central focus of this volume. A variety of approximation techniques are unified by translating them into lifting
problems: from classical questions about transitivity of algebras of operators on Hilbert spaces to recent results in linear
algebra. One chapter is devoted to Lin's theorem on approximating almost normal matrices by normal matrices. The
techniques of universal algebra are applied to the category of $C^*$-algebras. An important difference, central to this
book, is that one can consider approximate representations of relations and approximately commuting diagrams.
Moreover, the highly algebraic approach does not exclude applications to very geometric $C^*$-algebras. $K$-theory is
avoided, but universal properties and stability properties of specific $C^*$-algebras that have applications to $K$-theory
are considered. Index theory arises naturally, and very concretely, as an obstruction to stability for almost commuting
matrices. Multiplier algebras are studied in detail, both in the setting of rings and of $C^*$-algebras. Recent results about
extensions of $C^*$-algebras are discussed, including a result linking amalgamated products with the Busby/Hochshild
theory.
Where Great Powers Meet explores the global competition for power between the United States and China. Focusing on
Southeast Asia, David Shambaugh looks at how ASEAN (the Association of Southeast Asian Nations) and the countries
within it maneuver between the US and China and the degree to which they align with one or the other power. Not simply
an analysis of the region's place within an evolving international system, Where Great Powers Meetprovides us with a
comprehensive strategy that advances the American position while exploiting Chinese weaknesses.
This book establishes a nexus between corruption in public procurement and the prevailing crisis of governance in Africa.
The African continent is characterised by the growing concern for the deteriorating human security. In the midst of these
woes, African political leaders are known for their stupendous wealth and riches through expropriation of national
resources for personal benefits. This growing inequality in the continent has become a major driver for a series of violent
and criminal activities, which have added to the worsening governance crisis. Thus, the abuse of public power for
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advancing private gain constitutes an impediment to effective public service delivery, thereby engendering a crisis of
governance. The consequence of this is not limited to the socio-economic growth and welfare of citizens, but it often also
jeopardizes the democratic credentials and objectives of the state.
For about half a century, two classes of stochastic processes - Gaussian processes and processes with independent
increments - have played an important role in the development of stochastic analysis and its applications. During the last
decade, a third class - branching measure-valued (BMV) processes - has also been the subject of much research. A
common feature of all three classes is that their finite-dimensional distributions are infinitely divisible, allowing the use of
the powerful analytic tool of Laplace (or Fourier) transforms.All three classes, in an infinite-dimensional setting, provide
means for study of physical systems with infinitely many degrees of freedom. This is the first monograph devoted to the
theory of BMV processes. Dynkin first constructs a large class of BMV processes, called superprocesses, by passing to
the limit from branching particle systems. Then he proves that, under certain restrictions, a general BMV process is a
superprocess. A special chapter is devoted to the connections between superprocesses and a class of nonlinear partial
differential equations recently discovered by Dynkin.
This book is directed toward readers who are interested in learning about the Newtonian $N$-body problem, as well as
toward students and experts in this area who are interested in new expositions of past results, previously unpublished
research conclusions, and new research problems. As many readers will have no previous knowledge about this
fascinating area, each chapter starts with introductory material that is motivated by unanswered research questions,
includes some history with an occasional anecdote, provides discussions intended to develop intuition, introduces new
technical approaches that answer open questions, and raises unsolved research problems. The first chapter, for
instance, starts with simple explanations of the apparent ``looping'' orbit of Mars and the unexpected ``Sunrise, Sunset''
behavior as viewed from Mercury, to lead up to the unexplained and weird dynamics exhibited by Saturn's F-ring. The
second chapter, which introduces a way to decompose the velocity of the system, is motivated by a seemingly easy but
unanswered conjecture involving the dynamics of the system when the system's diameter is a constant. The third
chapter, which describes questions about the structure of the rings of Saturn, introduces new and surprisingly simple
ways to find configurations of the particles that are ``central'' to any discussion of the $N$-body problem, or even about
those expanding cracks in a car's windshield. The fourth chapter analyzes collisions, while the last chapter discusses the
likelihood of collisions and other events.
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